
Problem Statement 

 The NASA-JPL Google Glass team 

seeks to further enhance the working 

conditions of assemblers at the NASA-JPL 

assembly warehouses.  When an assembler 

is working, it is necessary to retrieve 

information about an assembly item.  This 

information includes torque specifications 

for fasteners, mechanical or electrical 

handling of assemblies, or problem reports 

associated with the scanned item.  In 

addition, the assembler should be able to 

walk through a procedural checklist for 

installing parts. The problem arises when 

assemblers need to search for information 

on either a computer or a document.  Doing 

so slows assembly time, and can be 

dangerous when introduced in confined 

areas.  Introducing Google Glass technology 

will allow assemblers to access this 

information in a hands-free manner, allowing 

for a safer and more efficient working 

environment.   
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Why Google Glass? 
•Augmented reality: does not 

interfere with line of sight 

•Voice control: to not impede current 

tasks 

•Faster than searching through 

physical documentation 

•Built in camera 

•Built in Wi-Fi 

•Bluetooth tethering capability 

 

Design Requirements 
•Scan QR codes 

•Walk through procedural checklist 

associated with part 

•Retrieve part information 

•Display integration status 

•Take and store pictures and videos 

•Perform for entire work day 

•Store location information 

•Display problem reports 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

Scanning a QR Code 

Solution 
 In addition to satisfying the design 

requirements, the NASA-JPL Google Glass 

team incorporated additional features.  

These features include gathering location 

information upon scanning, storing 

recently scanned parts, including an alpha-

numeric search, and ensuring the 

application runs in a hands-free manner.  

We also included the ability to access 

multiple checklists from the database.  By 

incorporating all requirements and criteria 

into one application, the user is able to 

scan a QR code and retrieve all pertinent 

information related to that part.  If the user 

is unable to reach the QR code, the user 

has the ability to use an alpha-numeric 

search to retrieve part information. 
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